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End of season on the podium for Sofuoğlu, 
Gaggi says goodbye to CIV 2021 in advance 

 
 
 
 
With the 6th round of the Supersport300 class at Vallelunga, the CIV 2021 ended for 
Bahattin Sofuoğlu and Marco Gaggi. Gaggi, who had set a time of 1'50.939 in Q1, valid for 
thirteenth place, said goodbye to the championship early. Stopped by a seasonal illness, he 
left the circuit before Saturday's qualifying, thus ending his season. 
 
Sofuoğlu, after Friday's tenth fastest time of 1'50.715, got the second spot on the grid in Q2, 
bringing his reference to 1'49.436. Behind only Vannucci, in Race 1, he went on the attack as 
always. After a start in a tussle, on the sixth lap, he ran into a cut in the chicane, where he 
lost some ground. With the intention of recovering, the Turkish driver upped the pace, 
setting the fastest lap of the race in 1'49.101. Three laps from the end and after half a 
comeback race, he lost the front at the "Roma" corner, abandoning the fight. 
 
After a very good start in Race 2, Bahattin was able to redeem the difficult race on Saturday. 
Ardent also on this occasion, he attacked several times, trying to take the lead. With the 
extension of Vannucci, has continued to hammer to the sound of overtaking and crosses 
trajectory, up to take second place in the sprint. An important podium, with which the 17-
year-old confirms his second place in the final ranking, while his teammate, Gaggi, ends with 
the tenth position in the championship. 
 
With this finish, the Supersport300 guys leave a rich and challenging season, fought on two 
fronts. Always busy between WorldSSP300 and CIV, Gaggi and Sofuoğlu, have shown their 
talent, making protagonists of exciting races, with competitive bikes at their disposal. Both 
of them have shown their improvements, giving the team great satisfaction for the work 
done. 


